DIFFERENCES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Helping kids SHINE!

“Research on early child development tells us that children who are not given access to environments that
nurture their development in the early years are more likely to face lifelong challenges in their health and
well-being” ~ Dr. Clyde Hertzman, UBC HELP, 2009)
You have the power to influence a child’s life through giving.

Help us to reach more children with developmental needs in our community.
Donate today! Visit www.fvcdc.org or contact us at 604.852.2686 ext. 274.
In a world where children develop uniquely and grow up at an alarming rate, we know that parents'
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questions and concerns about their child’s development can be overwhelming. FVCDC walks besides
these families on their journey, so they know they are not alone.

ARE YOU FASTER THAN A HORSE?
STAY CONNECTED WITH FVCDC
E-NEWSLETTER SIGN
UP www.fvcdc.org

A couple weeks ago I joined a physical therapy appointment and had
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such a wonderful experience which I wanted to share. I said hello to a
familiar family whose daughter, Elena has been with our organization
since birth, and she is now four years old and on the verge of
graduating from our early intervention services.
The appointment was with our long time physical therapist, Yvette.
Yvette was working on Elena's balance and movement, particularly the
gross motor activities of walking and running. Together they had made
up a challenge "Are you faster than a …............" and arranged the
animals according to Elena's priority - cat, chicken, horse, cow and the
sheep is the fastest! Having already been faster than a cat and chicken,
today's challenge was to be faster than a horse!
(continued next page…….)

Together over the one hour appointment Elena was engaged in a variety of gross motor activities. It was

FVCDC STAFF VOLUNTEERING ABROAD

amazing how creative Yvette and the physical therapy assistants were to encourage movement and activity

The Gabriel House of Maneadaro is a

for Elena. In this instance the Physical therapist, hid puzzle pieces in and around the gym room to give

Mexican orphanage for children with

opportunity to practice balancing, climbing and stretching. This activity was during the rest period from the

special needs. As a physical therapist with

real focus of the appointment which was walking and running on the treadmill. Through a series of four

pediatric experience, it has been my

opportunities, Elena worked hard on the treadmill to run as fast as a horse. And then Elena showed every-

delight to be able to share my skills to

one how fast she could run……………... as fast as a cow!

help meet some of the very basic needs

I know Elena's has had more appointments over the past weeks. I wonder if she can now run as fast as a
sheep? I bet she can! (Elena is our Fall front cover guest) ~ Nicole M.

and dreams of these children. So far, on
my 4 trips, I have had two of my OT
colleagues join me twice. We have been
able to bring down custom seating and
braces that were donated by local B.C. companies. We spend our 5 to 7 day long trips occupied with things
such as: adapting wheelchairs and seats with parts; fitting, adapting, or making braces such as ankle foot orthotics or wrist splints; assisting and giving suggestions to the caregivers on feeding the kids; assessing and
adapting walkers and standing frames; and teaching the caregivers about positioning and exercises.
One of the highlights of this past visit, was to deliver a new to seat to Johanna, a young girl we met a year and

GIVING THANKS!

a half ago. Johanna (pseudonym) is a 10 year old girl with severe brain damage and stunted growth. She is the
size of a typical three year old. When we first arrived, a year and a half ago, she wasn't able to face forwards
October is the month where we celebrate

in her seat as she has such a severe curvature of the spine that she had to sleep on her side or face sideways

Thanksgiving ~ a time of thankfulness for the

in her stroller. At the time, we fashioned a foam seat for her, facing her forwards, and had the pleasure of

gifts in life we have been given and a time to

watching her as she stared at a painting on the wall that she was able to see for the first time!.

share our thanks with those in our lives we

Gabriel House is truly a special place ~ Estera H.

care about.
We wanted to extend our sincere “thanks” to
all our FVCDC Family and Friends, whom we

OUR MISSION OFFICE IS ON THE MOVE!

may see everyday, once a week or perhaps
only once a year.

We hope to have our Mission staff settled in their new location by mid-November. At this time you will
find them at

Fraserview Learning Centre - 32444 7th Ave. Mission, B.C. V2V 2B5

Thank YOU!
Together we are “Helping Kids Shine”.

Please note, administration staff supporting the Mission office is now be co-located at our Abbotsford office.

